THE RAVELL'D SLEAVE
hoped to be in possession, whatever might be the
reception with which we should meet: apd once we
were in possession, we should stand a very good chance
of making him prisoner once more.
Indeed, as we swept through the evening, over the
roads which we were beginning to know, the blow
which had seemed so heavy sank to ' the luck of the
battle' in which we were all engaged, and even Stiven,
sighing beside me, began to hold up his head,
Olivia was sitting with Hubert and Palin behind,
-for she had flatly refused to stay at the inn. She had,
however, promised that when we approached the
castle, she would get out of the car and wait in the
woods with Stiven until we came out to find her and
bring her in.
Upon one thing we were determined: and that was
to enter with a flourish, as became the lords of the
house. Twice we had come by stealth, and twice
was enough. This time we would drive into the
courtyard, with the headlights blazing and the great
horn sounding a summons to all the staff. If Bugle
or Bunch were yet there, such ostentation was likely
to discomfit the rogues, while the servants were
certain to be most deeply impressed.
" The avenging angels," said Palin, " complete with
trump and a couple of pillars of fire: they'll bring you
the keys on a cushion, with halters about their necks."
I think we all hoped he was right; but, speaking for
myself, I would have exchanged the rosiest expectations
for a blunt assurance that the drawbridge would not
be raised.
But it was not. Hohenems Castle was in darkness,
and the drawbridge was down.
As we swept into the courtyard, I sounded the horn,
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